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Early number of assaults a concern
by Nicole Wimberger

Trobec, interim director of UPS. All

STAFF WRITER

residence halls and night staff were then
provided with a description of the attacker by

With reported attacks on five women, the
first days of September provided students
with severaJ sobering reminders of darigers
faced in daily life.
On Sept. 2, a woman was assaulted on the
east side of lhe Education Building when
returning alone to her residence hall from N
lot.

The victim infonned a resident adviser in
her residence hall of what had happened. The
resident adviser reported the incident to
University Public Safety, said Mary Jo

a UPS officer.
During the rt'ext five days, four ·more

women were the targets of sexual assault.
· Sexual Assault Services l'eeeived four

reports of acquaintance sexual assault
occurring between Sept. 2 and Sept. 7, said
Lee LaDue, coordinator of Sexual Assault
Services.
During fall quarter of 1996, 11 cases total
were reported to Sexual Assault Services,
while a total of 27 sexual assaults were
reported ~tween July I, 1996 and June 30,

1997.
"RA's tend to be the first responders,"
There is no suspected connection between LaDue added.
the atlack near the Education Building and
II was a resident adviser in Shoemaker
the four sexual assaults, said Trobec.
Hall who reported two of the four reported
LaDue, who has information on the assaults, one of which was a resident hall date
location of only three of the assaults, said one · rape.
•
took place on campus in a residence hall.
"Reports are (used) for statistical purposes
. "The majority of sexual assaults occur on · and awareness and tracking trends," LaDue
campus and occur in a person's private room, said.
either the perpetrator's or the victim's,"
lypically names are not included, she
LaDue said. "(Also), 85 to 90 percent of all added,
though
other demographic
sexual assaults are committed by information does become involved.
acquaintances."
· Furthermore, it is the resident adviser who
typically reports such occurrences.
Go ro ASSAULTS, PAGE 6 •

RAINY DAY WOMAN

Patrons suffer from
lack of employees at
ARAMARK setvices
by Eric S. Dietz
STAFF WRITER

Shane OpalvPHOTO EDITOR

Rain drops gather on a South-side door of Stewart Hall Tuesday morning as a student armed with
an umbrella walks to class.

Fall quarter students who are
eating on-campus have had to stand
in longer lines due to a decrease in
employees at ARAMARK.
The majority of this service is
filled by student workers in Garvey
Commons, Atwood Memorial
Center and other catering_ services.
ARAMARK is experiencing
what any other food service
companies goes through: turnover.
'This is something we go
through the first quarter of every
year. This is a typical situation,"
said Ed Devoid, director of Food
Services for ARAMARK at SCSU.
~'This year we are getting more
creative with our scheduling."
Thirty to 40 percent of the
employees currently working for
ARAMARK were employees last
year.
"McDonald's has a turnover of
about 130% a year," said Devoid.
'There is always turnover for us,

but it is not huge like other
corporations."
This fall · one major Situation
ARAMARK has had to deal with is
the change from stu.dent workers as
university
employees
to
ARAMARK employees.
According to Devoid this has
cleared up a lot of gray areas such
as workmen's compensation.
When ARAMARK is fully
staffed there are about 150
employees consisting of both
student employees and full-time
employees. About 65 of those
employees are full-time nonstudents.
Currently, ARAMARK is
operating with about 130
employees.
"We opened with 60 to 70
employees on the first day," said
Devoid. "Your memory plays tricks
OnQ'.,Ou, like, 'How could it have
been this bad last year?'"

Go TO ARAMARK,

PAGE
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Baseball legend visits campus next week
John "Buck'' O'Neil, former
Negro League p/ayerand
manager speaks Monday
by_Ryan_Voz
EDITOR

Great achievements in baseball.
In commemoration of Jackie Robinson's 50th anniversary
of entering the major leagues from the Negro Leagues in
1947, fonner player and manager John "Buck" O'Neil will
speak Monday in the Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium.
This will be the second year that SCSU has had a speaker
on sports histofy. Last year, Jon Lucas, the official Olympics
lecturer, appeared on campus in celebration of the Centennial
year of the Olympics. This year's lineup involves baseball
legend O'Neil, who was a player and manager of the Kansas
City Monarchs, which was a Negro League team much like

~

••

News/3

the one Robinson was a part of during the 1940s.
''This year Since the nation is ceh;:brating Jackie Robinson
breaking the color barrier, we thought we would bring in
someone- from the. Negro Leagues," saitl Ray Col,lins,
professor of Physical Education and Sports Science, and the
person in charge of getting O'Neil to visit campus..
'1 called down to the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum
and asked if I could get someone to visit our school."
According to Collins, the person on tlie other end of the
phone said if you w~t the best, "You want Buck O'Neil."
O'Neil, now 85 years old, still travels around the states,
not with ball clubs, but as a speaker on the Negro Leagues and
baseball in general. O'Neil today is also apart of the Veteran's
Commitee of the Hall of Fame, and is the chairman of the
Negro League Baseball Museum.
According to O'Neil, his present title is also a scout for the
Kansas City Royals team, but O'Neil said he doesn't do
anything but perform as its public relations piece.
"When the Royals found out that I was retired, they
wanted me to be a part of their team," O'Neil said. "Every

Commentary/9

-

time I'm in town I go to a game," O'Neil said.
Jackie Robinson, major league Hall of Farner, opened the
gates for African-Americans to play Major League Baseball
when he was the first African-American to break through to
the white major leagues.
"We as players since 1920 were always thinking aOOut
playing in the majors," said O'Neil, who was a part of nine
championship teams, played in three East-West All-Star
Classics and was in the -Negro League World Series twice
with the Monarchs. O'Neil also won the batting title in the
National League while playing for the Monarchs.
"Once Jackie Robinson went to the majors, it opened the
flood gate for all integration," Collins said.
.
According to Collins, he has heard critics say that
Robinson did more for society in terms of equality for
African-Americans than Martin Luther King Jr.

Go TO O'NEIL, PAGE 7 •
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CAMPuS & CoMMUNTIY BRIEFS
Target advertisements .cover
campus bulletin boards
Numerous billboards across campus were completely

covered in Target advertisements earlier this week.
The SCSU advertising JX>licy for bulletin boards and mall
kiosks states all non-student organizations must obtain

approval from the Director of Buildings and Grounds, Steve
Ludwig. As of Wednesday afternoon, Ludwig was not aware
of the advertisements.
,
The advertisements were mainly on outside bulletin

lx>ards, but were also found in buildings, including Stewart
Hall.
Also, the policy states only one announcement per

program or event may be affixed to each designated site. The
numerous Target advertisements covered all or most of the

billboards on which they were posted
Matt Cousino, executive team leader of guest service at

Target East said he was not aware of the ads.
Target at Crossroads Manager Nadeem Esbhani also said
he wasn't aware of any advertisements on the SCSU campus.

St. Cloud Police five officers
short of full capacity

A St. Cloud woman pleaded guilty to embezzling more
than $400,COO from Phillips Recycling, Tuesday in Benton
County District Court.
Laura Bruce embezzled $448,918 and if she accepts Judge
James Hoolihan's plea bargain, she will serve 54 months in
Due to retirements, an illness and one person leaving for a jail. Also part of the plea bargain, is a chance to shorten her
different job, the department is currently understaffed, and has stay if she agrees to join the Challenge Incarceration Program.
been since June. According to Police Chief Dennis O'Keefe, The program has inmates participating in a boot-camp setting
the staff fiopes to be back to 72 by November.
in return for lime taken off their sentence. The program is
The shortage cut into the overtime budgets, and O' Keefe usuallY used for prisoners who aren't seen as a threat to
society.
says he has had to hold off from hiring anyone because of
Bruce told police the money went toward her husband's
financial reasons.
drug addiction, trips to Las Vegas, and her children, who
Once. officers are hired they must go through four months received $50 to $ I 00 a day.
of field training, so the earliest the new positions could be
Bruce started working for Phillips in 1990, the company's
filled is February.
·
· third day in business. Her ·duties included customer service,
Last year calls for service went up 9.4 percent from 1995, some bookkeeping and answering phones.
totaling 43,016.
The St. Cloud Police Department may be bumping the
number of officers employed to 76 in 1998 if the City Council
approves it. But first they need to get back to the maximum of
72. They are five short of this number right now.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING

THURSDAY
'Kolya' - International
film series
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theater. "Kolya," part of the
International Film Series.

FRIDAY
'Casablanca'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. ucasablanca" will
also be playing Saturday and
Sunday at the same time.

TUESDAY
Douglas Wood
7 to 8:30 p.m. in the
Atwood Little Theater,
Douglas Wood, author of the
children's classic, ·"Old
Turtle", will be speaking and
reading from sections of his
books.

Lemon Merchants
8 p.m. at The Quarry. The
"Lemon Merchants" will play
as this week's spotlight band.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St Cloud, MN 56301-4498.
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to the companies is future legal
liability.

Fen, in drug
Fen-phen pulled
Four people
off diet market
linked
to
Wyeth-Ayerst
Laboratories
announced
their
voluntary convenience
withdrawal of fenfluramine, half of
the popular drug combination fen- store robbery
phen.
Fenfluramine has been on the
market for 20 years, but only
became widely popular in the past
several years.
The drug has been the subject of
controversy as cases of heart
problems began to become linked
with the drug mix.
Analysts say prescriptions of the
drug had already plunged before
Monday's news, but the real danger

IN HlsTORY...
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$448,918 embezzled from
Phillips Recycling Systems

YEARSAGO •••

SCSU started requiring all
freshmen to attend a sexual assault
training session, the first program of
its kind in the Minnesota State
University System.
The idea for the sessions began
when the SCSU Women's Center
held a forum in November 1989,
soon after opening, to learn what
students wanted.
"We found that many were
frustrated about how sexual assault
was handled, and they felt unsafe at
our campus," said Lee LaDue,
coordinator of the Sexual Violence
Prevention Program at the Women's
center.

CoRRECTIONS
In the Sept. 15 edition of the
Chronicle, in "Women's Center to
produce video on sexual violence",
the Otto Bremer Foundation was
misspelled.
In the same story, Lee Bird's
title should be vice president for
Student Life and Development.

Two men, two women were
arrested and charged with the
robbery of a convenience store in
Melrose, Monday.
The four were arrested around 8
p.m. in Eagle Bend, Monday.
Officers found a gun and $1,500 on
the four suspects.
The four people arrested were
Terry and Darrin Sweazey, Robin
Moore and Shannon Shamp, all
between the ages of 19 and 23.

Burger King
creates foe for
McD's Big Mac

NHL changes the
format of its
All-Star Grune

Burger King launched its
version of McDonald's Big Mac,
the Big King, over Labor Day
weekend. It has sold nearly twice as
many as the company thought,
about 3 million a day.
The Big King has 75 percent
more beef than the Big Mac, an
extra 12 grams of fat, and costs just
99 cents.
The Big King's true test will be
this week when the 99 cent deal is
expected to end.
Despite the success of the Big
King, McDonald 's still holds a $32
billion to $9 billion lead in 1996
sales

The NHL All-Star Game,
looking to shake up its fonnat,
changed from Eastern vs. Westeil}
C0nference to North American AllStars vs. World All-Stars.
rl,/
The switch is a one shot deal for
now, in response to the Nlll.'s-first
participation in the Olympics. The
league is shutting down Feb. 8 to 24
to send its best players to Nagano,
Japan.
The game is expected to •be a
mini preview of the North
American team. The USA beat
Canada in last year's World Cup,
and they expected powers in the
Olympics
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Student helps community, school
by Mandy Jackson
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Marvin Lyman, SCSU senior,
has been borrowed by the United
Way of St. Cloud.
Lyman, who is majoring in
English

Secondary

Education,

started in the Loan Employee
Program for United Way on August
14 and will finish in midNovcmbcr.
Lyman said he was working in
SCSU President Bruce Grube's
office when Gene Gilchrist, vice
president of Administrative Affairs,
approached him about being a

loaned employee for United Way.
"Gene Gilchrist realized Marvin

would be a tremendous benefit for
the United Way," said Teresa
Bohnen, executiVc director of the
United Way of St. Cloud.
Lyman said he hesitated at first
because Gilchrist told him it would
be a full-time job during the four

month program and he would have
to be a part-time student. Lyman

Julia Peterson/ASSOC/A.TE F.DffOR

did recommend others for the job,
but decided, two weeks later, he
wanted to do it.
"I just thought it would be
foolish to pass that up," Lyman
said.
'The Loan Employee Program
is threefold," Bohnen said. 'The
program benefits United Way, the
usual employer of the loaned
employee and the employee,
Bohnen said.
Loaned employees help United
Way by seivieing accounts that
wouldn't be able to be seiviced
otherwise, Bohnen said. At the
same time, the employer's
company and the employee are
recmrnized oubliclv for their
participation in the program. Also,
when the employee returns to his

original employer, he wi ll have
better
communication
and
organization skills because of
his
experience
in
the
program.
"If a company wants an
employee to do it, the company
selects that person," Bohnen said.
"Some companies make United
Way loaned-employee training a
requirement for their employees."
Bohnen also said
some
employers loan line employees
they want to promote to sales, or
new employees, to United Way so
they can go through the training and
experience lcamcd in the program.
"We spend a lot of time in
meetings. Our primary job is to go

Senior Marvin Lyman works Wednesday afternoon at his office in the United Way suite downtown.
out to companies and meet with
CEOs and administrative people,
and convince them to run a
campaign," Lyman said.
Campaigns are opportunities for
employers and employees of a
company to donate to the United
Way through personal donations
and fundraisers within that
organization.
After a company begins a
campaign, loaned employees offer
assistance to the companies
involved by scheduling speakers,
giving presentations to employees
and helping with paperwork for
campaign accounts and analysis,
Lyman said.
Lyman also said all loaned

employees manage roughly 70
accounts. Lyman manages accounts
for financial institutions like
investment firms and banks and for
educational institutions like local
school districts.
Loaned employees each bring in
about $250,000 during their fourmonth tenn , and the loaned
employee program raises about $3
million a year, Bohnen said.
Loaned
employees
from
companies are paid their wage from
that company during their four
months at United Way, according to
Bohnen. However, some loaned
employees arc not loaned from a
company, like Lyman.
In this case, sponsors are

solicited to pay lhe wages of that
loaned employee, Bohnen.. said.
Marco
Business
Products
and
SCSU
are
sponsoring
Lyman.
Lyman is not the first SCSU
student or alumni to participate in
the loaned employee program,
according to Bohnen. She said the
United Way had an intern from
SCSU two years ago, and someSCSU graduates have worked in
the loaned employee program right
after graduation.
As a loaned employee, Lyman
works full time, going to campaign
and committee meetings, and also
attends a night class at SCSU. He is
also involved with the Council of
African American Students and the
Cultural Center Council at SCSU.
Recently he joined the NAACP.
Lyman wanted to be a loaned
employee because he has a chance
to speak with many people in the
community.
•~
opportunity to meet and
connect with other people is
tremendous," Lyman said.
Also, Lyman said he has 1he
chance to speak with people who
do not nonnally have the
opportunity to speak with an
African-American person.
"I actually believe in the United
Way because a friend of mine used
Woman House [a United Way
agency] to get help," Lyman said.
"It gave me reassurance that my
work was helping others."
Lyman said this year the United
Way would like to let students
know what they ate all about.
" Many single mothers can
attend SCSU because of United
Way agencies," Lyman said.
He said students will want to
help United Way when they realize
they are helping their peers.

University still battling 'party school' image
Nearly a year after being busted, Theta
Chi has established some new policies to
ensure a similar incident will not reoccur.
No one under the age of 21 is allowed to
drink in the house. Each member is now
required to do a minimum of 10 community.service hours per quarter. The house has
by Anne Beebe
1aken a stronger role in risk management and
has developed two programs with Student
Since President Grube's arrival at SCSU,
Health Assessment Promotion and Education
he has been determined to put an end to
Scivices and the Women's Center.
SCSU's "party school" image.
"We are taking a stronger stand on
Students saw the effects last year when
numerous parties were busted and hundreds drinking in the house and the actions resulting
from drinking," said Theta Chi President
of students were ticketed. Whelher SCSU
Charles Meeks .
has been relieved of this
When Director of
reputation as a rCS\dt of
. ,l-_
;
••
Marketing
and
these actions is not
Con:imunications Barry
certain.
Wegener was asked what
On Sept. 26 last year,
he thought of the
more than 150 people
University's party school
were ticketed at Theta
image, he said it was the
Chi fraternity for either
first time he had even
misdemeanor underage
heard the phrase in four
drinking or violations of
months.
•
the city noise ordinance.
"If a University has a
According to former
reputation, it is hard to
Theta Chi President
unseat that reputation,"
Brian Travers, Theta Chi
Lee Bird
Wegener said. '-We must
did not lose its charter
overshadow it with the
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT
with the school because
positive things about
LIFE AND DEVELOPMENT
this was not common
SCSU."
behavior for the house,
Wegener said the
and alcohol was not being provided to
administra1ion
is
concentrating
on
minors. Those who lived in the house were
overpowering the party school reputation
ordered to seive 500 community-seivice
with the good things happening at SCSU. He
hours and were put on probation for two
pointed out the number of positive
years.
happenings at SCSU, compared with the

Director of Marketing and
Communications points
out positive aspects

===9-•-~===
Our concern
should be with
academics and
services provided
at this school

Shane Opatz!Puoro EDrrDR

Theta Chi President Charles Meeks and fraternity members volunteer at the Sl
Cloud V.A. Hospital as part of an on-going commitment to the community.
negative, is enonnous bul rarely named.
"The fact that 2,400 SCSU students
volunteered 37,000 hours of community
service just last year, the number of
accredited programs we have at SCSU, Merit
scholarship students attending SCSU, our
aviation program; These are the things we
should be ~nown for," said Wegener.
According to Wegener, six of SCSU's
hockey games this year will be played on
KMSP-TV, channel 9. Segments speaking of
positive things going on al SCSU will
be
prepared
and
played
between
periods.
Because the population of students at

SCSU who are causing this reputation is so
small, Wegener wonders if we even actually
earned a party school reputation. However,
the administration continues to work on this
situation.
Vice President for Student Life and
Development Lee Bird doesn'1 know if
SCSU's reputation has changed significantly
since last year.
"Our concern should be with academics
and the seivices provided at this school," Bird
said. "Unfortunately the press on ly
recognizes the negative aspects. This is
a
horrendous
disservice
to
our
students."
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Stickers placed
on phones for
emergency use
by Aimee Gapsiewicz
CoPYED/TOR

Graduate student Carrie Hritz, (left), professor Richard Rothaus and senior Brett Melton spent June 12 through
August 2 this year around the city of Corinth, Greece working on various archalogy projects.

European summer expedition
provides hands-on experience
by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR
Participating in an archaeology project

this summer, an SCSU professor and
student had the opportunity to gain hands-

on experience in Europe.
Richard Rothaus, history professor,
spent his summer working with a tean:i in

regional Corinth studying a large Roman
bath and harbors along the coast of
Greece.
Rothaus was in Greece from June 12Aug. 2. He spent the end of his summer

in Eastern Turkey until Sept. 2.
While in Greece the team was able to
find the precise fault line that was
responsible for sinking the harbor.
Rothaus said this is exciting because
geologists can use this information

to predict earthquakes in the area.
This is Rothaus' third year teaching at
SCSU, and he has spent much of his time

working in Greece. ,
. "I've been doing fieldwork for I0
years. I have been doing fieldwork since
my first year of graduate school," Rothaus
said.
Another part of Rothaus' job at SCSU
is directing the Archaeological Computing
Laboratory (ACL). The lab was set up last
year and is run by student interns. It also
has moved to a new location, 206 Stewart
Hall.
In the lab, students can study

Minnesota history by using Geographic
Information Systems (GIS). This system
helps the students keep track of sites that
are being studied and over 1,000 objects,
Rothaus said.
Senior Brett Melton had the chance to
be involved in a European Union-United
States student exchange program. Melton
said that it is a joint program that involves
four United States colleges and four in
Europe. He attended classes and seminars
at the University of Frache-Comte in
Besancon, France for three months.
"It was a wonderful time. Of collrse
there were language constraints and it
was a culture shock not being a native
speaker," Melton said.
While Melton was in France he said
he had to overcome stereotypes.
"Being in a foreign culture was
interesting because of the challenging
stereotypes," Melton said. "While I was
there I had to combat stereotypes about
Amcrcians. They thought we all cany
guns and there is such ·a violence problem
and that we are all overweight. I also had
to get past my stereotypes about the
French."
Melton received money from SCSU in
order to fund his trip. Rothaus said that
Melton was given a generous stipend for
his airplane travel and room and board in
France.
Rothaus said that Melton had to pay
for SCSU tuition in order to attend the

university in France and get credit for it.
He w;15 put up in a hotel with other
staff members while he was in
Greece.
When Melton was in Greece -he
worked on a four day e~cavation.
"We took him out on a desert island
and he had to deal with wild donkeys and
things like that. We were working
on an early Christian church," Rothaus
said.
1 The funding for Rothaus came from
the United States Department of
Education, National Science Foundation
and Rothaus' own money. He lived in a
basement he rented in a house in the
village of Corinth and stayed in a luxury
hotel while in Turkey.
"A luxury hotel in Eastern Turkey is
not the same as a luxury hotel in New
York City. It is cheaper than Motel 6 by
far," Rothaus said.
While Melton was in Europe a student
frotn
France,
Peggy
Frison,
interned at the ACL at SCSU. SCSU
was host to two exchange students last
year and will have another winter quarter.
According to Rothaus, ACL is always
looking
for
qualified
students.
They would prefer someone With
computer skills and background in
material culture. Majors in History,
Anthropology, Geography, American
Studies and Foreign Language arc
encouraged to apply.

The next time someone answers a phone at one
of the vast departments at SCSU, he or she might
reco_gnize a flouresccnt-orange sticker on _the
receiver.
. These stickers, supplied by the Commision on
the Status of Women's Safety subcommittee, flag
all emergency numbers necessary to dial in case of
a crisis.
The Women's Center distributed the stickers to
all departments on campus and to students in the
residence halls. Listed on the stickers are numbers
for Emergency 911, University Public Safety, the
St. Cloud Police and the Women's Center. The
Women's Center also reminds those using the
ni.lmbers to dial nine before dialing any off-campus
number.
These stickers were paid for by grant funds
from the Otto Bremer Foundation and its local
affiliate, First American Bank. The grant-making
interests were originally created by Otto Bremer in
1944 regarding the welfare of the rural
communities in the Middle West. By 1995 the
average program-related investment totaled
$50,000.
According to the mission statement on the Otto
Bremer Foundation web page, the foundation's
primary interest is in community affairs, education,
health, human services, religion, and racism and
other forms of bigotry.
According to Lee LaDue, assistant director of ·
the Women's Center, the center was first awarded
a $40,0CK> grant from the Otto Bremer Foundation
and a $IO,OCK> grant from T3:fget to start their pilot
program in 1992. This money aided in starting •
freshmen workshops and s.Uppol1ing victims' :,
rights and services.
,
The idea to supply the camp~s with these phone ,
numbers was triggered by the SCSU Commission
on the Status of Women's Safety subcommittee,
one of four subcommittees the commission directs.
The other subcommittees include Dependent
Care/Family Issues, Campus Climate and Data
Gathering.
According to Jane Olsen, director of the
Women's Center, the commission is entering its
fourth year of existence as, "A group of faculty,
staff and students concerned with the status of
women from diverse areas of interest and
backgrounds."
"We gather data and issue a series of
recommendations to the president as diverse as
distributing emergency numbers, to creating new
strategies fof sustaining minority women at the
university," Olsen said
LaDue says the Women's Center decided to
distribute the emergency number stickers as a
courtesy to everyone who lives and works on
campus.
For further information on specific numbers,
such as sexual assault hotlines, or for more
information on women's issues, contact the
Women's Center at 255-4958.
To receive these emergency number stickers
call Jeanine Ok.land, telephone coordinator at the
Administrative Computer Center at 255-2173.

Business classes to be held in Alnwick this spring
by Sarah Stoermann
For the first time, a variety of business classes will
be offered through the Alnwick Program in England.
Th.is spring and summer, students traveling to England will
have the opportunity to complete 16 credits of
business classes in addition to the general electives typically
taught.
Jo Ann Asquith, marketing professor, will be teaching in
England summer quarter, and Janell Kurtz, a business law
professor, will be teaching in the spring. Marketing and
general business classes will be offered. These tentatively
include: Legal Environment of Business; Introduction to
Marketing; Global Promotion Strategy; and International
Law.
, ~~u'.t~ a~d K~~z, i~t~~~ t,o. ~~p,h~i~e. ~ ~l?~a! bus!~e~s.

community by touring businesses in England. Both hope other
departments will follow their example.
The Stu~nt interest has been tremendous. Generally,
enrollment in thC spring and summer program is 20 to 30
students. That figure has doubled for the upcoming quarters.
Art Grachek, program director, attributes the interest to a
variety of reasons. "Having a business focus makes this
a unique program. Also, this is the last six-month
program."
In the past, the majority of students who study abroad have
been younger students. _However, by having classes with a
specific focus, a wider variety of students have a chance to
study abroad. Students who have completed their generals
may be more apt to study abroad if classes pertaining to their
field of study are being offered.
-~d.d'.ti.onal publicity has added to the successful

>. ,

recruitment of students. Students who have studied abroad
have addressed classrooms with videos. Also, advertisements
have been made and posted throughout campus.
Also, this group of students is the last to go to Alnwick
before switching to semesters. 'There will still be three trips
during the year, but they will be reduced from six to four
months. So, this is the last chance for students who want to
study abroad for the full six months.
Roland Fischer, director of the Center for International
Studies, expects this to be a pilot program. The idea is to
continue having programs with a specific focus, he said.
If there are any questions about the Alnwick program or
other international studies programs, call the Center for
International Studies for more infonnation. The sign-up
deadline is Dec. 5. However, space is limited, so anyone
interested should apply soon.
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Renter's insurance no joke in times of crisis
Agents advise checking
with parents before
purchasing policy
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Imagine coming home after class and
discovering the front door open, a home
violated, everything in disarray and the most
precious belongings missing.
Stopping a thief may not always be
possible or even safe, but the insured can at
least get something to replace their lost
treasures.
Most college students rent a room for the
year. Few give any thought to insurance. This
can be a mistake.
Even parents can be guilty of this error.
But there are answers to this problem.
Many homeowners who have dependent
college-age children will find their child's

property COvered under their homeowners
insurance. If students do not have this benefit,
they can usually purchase a yearly renter's
insurance policy relatively inexpensively.

lypically, if the parent's JX>licy does cover
the student, it covers only a portion of the
student's belongings. Policies vary from
company to company.
Steve Schiller is an insurance agent for the
Security Marketing Agency in St. Cloud.
Schiller's company deals with many different
insurance companies to provide coverage. He
advises students to find olit if their parents
have coverage which includes them.
"Parents can call in to find out how much
coverage they have and if it extends to their
children while they are at school," Schiller
said. "Insurance companies will generally
look to see Whether the student's address is
pennahent or te\nporary." '
So~ ways for students to tell if an
address"iS pennailent or temporary are t6 look

at the home of record listed with the
university, the address listed on a driver's
license and where they receive maiL
An example of a temporary address would
be the student who has a parent's address
listed with university and on a driver's
license. If students come to school and have
different addresses from year to year, they
usually have the school send their report
cards home to their permanent address.
SCSU has a fonn which can be filled out
indicating both a permanent address and a
temporary one:
If a stud~nt's permanent address is not the
same as the parent's, then the student may not
be covered under the parent's policy. This is

To make sure a computer is covered
residence, the policyholder is protected in
case a lawsuit is filed against them. Coverage check with an insurance agent. adding a
in th"is case usually begins at $100,000. Other computer to the policy can cost as little~
-policies can be purchased to cover more $20ayear.
Those with waterbeds or large aquariums
property and provide more liability coverage.
Dennis Bogard of American family should also consider checking with an agent
Insurance said his company offers two to s'ee if any special coverage is needed to
policies for renter's insurance. One covers insure such items.
$10,000 in property and $100,000 in liability
Another tip for insurance shoppers is to
and their Gold Star policy covers $16,000 in take photographs of the more'expensive
property and $300,000 in liability. The first is belongings. These can be used to verify
$92 and the second costs $l05 a year. He ownership of the property. Keep these
suggests checking with an agent to see what pictures away .from the residence in case
and how much will be covered be any given something should happen.
policy.
Finally, keep the agent updated about
Jane Nelson works for Liberty Insurance new purchases.
Agency. Her company offers much the same
service as Schiller's. A $10,000 property .
What you'll pay
insurance policy can cost as little as $88
"Each company has its bells and
including replacement value charges.Nelson . whistles," Schiller said. 'The meat and
strongly suggested students check with their potatoes are what you own, where you live,
parents concemng coveraged.
how much you're willing to pay in
Something to consider in shopping around deductibles, what you want to insure and
for insurance is the difference between whether or not you want replacement value
has its bells and
• replacement and actual cost values.
and a higher liability coverage. These are
whistles.
• To get an object replaced will COSt more what will drive premium prices."
than the actual cost due to depreciation
Schiller suggests getting a policy and
Steve Schiller
values. If someone insures a two-year-old shopping around for the best price.
SECURITY MARKETING AGENCY
stereo, the actual cost is not what they paid
"Definitely go out and get a policy,"
for it, but what it is worth when they file a Schiller said. "Get it through the same
claim. Getting replacement coverage means company that insures your car because
when the student should look into finding the insurance company will pay to have the insurance companies often give discounts to
suitable coverage.
item replaced at current retail value.
multiple policyholders."
Renter's insurance can generally be
Replacement coverage is usually less than
purchased for less than $100 a year. The price $30 a year added to the policy.
of a policy is determined through several
factors. These factors include how much the
Computers
policyholder wants to pay in deductibles,
A tip for computer owners. This item
where they live and what is being insured.
should be insured separately under the
Many such policies will begin coverage at policy. If lightning strikes an insured
$10,Q00..$20,000 in prciperty costs. If the residence and property is damaged as a
insured property is burglarized or damaged in result, the policy will generally cover the
a storm, the policy holder can reclaim _some loss. If a power surge occurs and a computer
or an of the lost items.
is lost as a result, the JX)licy may not cover
Other portions of the policy may include the loss. This is because power surges are
liability coverage. 11tls means if someone considered off-premise and are viewed as
olher than the insured is injured in the the fault of a power company.

Each company
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Assaults
Ages of the victims varied.
Not all were freshmen , though

the first six weeks on campus are
the most dangerous for freshmen
women, LaDue said, because
they are still unfamiliar with the
area and its unwritten rules. ·
The other two known sexual
assault locations were off
campus; one was at a party.

However, LaDue said, according
to the infonnation she had been
provided with in the reports,
neither drugs nor alcohol were
involved in the sexual assaults.
"It seems high to have four
(sexual assaults) in less than a
week at the beginning of the
quarter," LaDue said.
However, she added she did

PAGE 1

Hrnmm_

not think this was an indication
the sexual assault numbers
would increase~from last year.

The numbers of reported sexual
assaults have been dropping
since 1989, the year reporting

procecl'ures began, excluding
1994-1995 when sexua1 assaults
were at a low of 19.
Perpetrators of the sexual
assaults were all acquaintances
of the victims, however, the
identity of the attack:er near the
Education Buil~ing remains
unknown, said Trobec. The most
detailed description available is
of a 6 - foot, white man,who was
wearing light blue jeans and a
white T-shirt at the time of the
attack.

1997

Chronicle needs a Career
& Mone~ editor ASAP!

Thursday. October 9th

~

10 A.M. TO 2 P.M.
ATWOOD BALLROOM

Position includes:
* planning stories
*writing
* page design

Watch for further informahon in the Chronicle
September 29 and October• 6.

APPLY AT STEWART HALL 13
RYAN VOZ. EDITOR 25S-2449
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Learn about great transportation and smart economics from
Metro Bus. You don't need to spend big money on books
for this class - just purchase your SCSU Quarter Pass for
only $10 - a savings of $11!
Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the SCSU Quarter Pass.
Buy one today and receive your first A+ of the quarter.
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Enjoy safe evening transportation
from your door to Atwood and home again from 5:15 p.m.
to 12:35 a .m. (Sunday-Thursday). Call 251-7433 for more
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When full y staffed, a crew of 60
employees is able to be scheduled in Garvey
Commons, and a crew of 90 employees is
needed for the smooth operation of the
services in Atwood.
"Lunch time is our most critical time,"
Devoid said. "We are hurting a:t the noon

conversion will ease the tum over for

ARAMARK.

hour and always will be."
ARAMARK attempts to schedule its
student workers around their class schedules,
helping to further their education.
"We work around the students'
schedules," said Ryan Olson, senior and
Food Service Manager for ARAMARK at
SCSU. "Classes come first."
ARAMARK strives to retain its
employees and not to schedule them too
many hours.
''The students can bum out if scheduled
too many hours," said Devoid. "We don't
want to make full-time employees out of

students." ARAMARK management tries to
schedule the students for no more than 20
hours per week.
Students are employed in many different
roles in both Garvey Commons and at the
various fast food outlets in Atwood.
Most students perform the role of a utility
worker, ranging from a dishwasher to serving
food on a line in Garvey or Atwood. Other
students serve as preparation cooks, who

Kristine While!Srl!FF PHOTVGRIIPHER

ARAMARK dining manager Yvonne Getchell prepares a meal for Neal Litkin
Wednesday afternoon in the Atwood Market. Getchell and other ARAMARK
executives have been pitehing in this week due to low student employment
range from chopping salads to operating
fryers.
Most full-time employees perform the
role of fry cooks who operate the grills, ovens
and fry machines. The next level of full-time
employee is the cook, who prepares food

from recipes.
Students serve as fry cooks and cooks on
the weekends and in the evenings when the
full time employees are unavailable to work.
With the semester conversion less than a
year away, Devoid is optimistic
the

0

O'Nell
2018 8th St. N. St. Cloud
(320)252 -2600
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FOR GROUPS AND INTRAMURAL TEAMS
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS, AND JACKETS
WITH A FULL LINE OF HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
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to Technolo1 • ·
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t. Cloud Technical C~llege is celehrating 50 years
of lifelong learning oppol1lmities. With a tradition
of SLKcess we c.tn continue to say ··SCTC g1..1duates
get johs!'" Our facu lty have work experience in the
academ ic are-1s in w hich they teach and are tota lly
committed to educating our studems usi ng the latest
technology.
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O'Neil played first base· for the Monarchs from several trips to St. Cloud while he was a scout for the
1938 until I!14-8, when he became the manager until Cubs.
O'Neil's next trip to St. Cloud, on Monday will not
1955, and then moved into the major leagues.
Following Robinson's breakthrough, O'Neil entail any work, but rather storytelling from his days in
became the first African-American to coach in the baseball.
"I'm going to speak on the history of Negro League
major leagues. COiiins added, there had been other
African-American coaches in the major leagues before baseball and what it meant in this country," O'Nei l
O'Neil, but he is recognized as the first to coach in the said. According to what · Collins hai. heard, he is a
master storyteller, and is a
modem period.
O'Neil started off as a
very gifted speaker.
Mary Howard, a St.
scout for the Chicago
Cloud resident has been
Cubs, and eventually
friends with O'Neil for
became a coach for the
Cubs organization. O'Neil
nearly 30 years.
is
"He is a marlveous,
was the bench coach for
delightful gentleman and
the Chicago Cubs during
it's about time
he
the 1962 and I963
recongized."
seasons. O'Neil went back
The • Negro .. leagues
to scouJjng for the Cubs
consisted of 2,600 Africanafter his two years as
coach.
Mary Howard
Americans, three of which
One of O'Neil 's largest
Sr.' CLOUD RESIDENT AND FRIEND OF O'NEIL were women between
1920-1 960. According to
signees as a scout is Hall
reports on former players,
. of Farner Lou Brock.
O'Neil has been accredited
there arc approximately
250 Negro League players
with the development of
Brock. Brock, also a former minor league player of the aJive today.
For O' Neil, his struggles, aJong with Robinson's;
SL Cloud Rox basebaJI team, went on to set the all-time
stolen base record. However, Brock's record was will lead to stories for as long as baseball exists. ''We
broken by Ricky Henderson, a current major league celebrate accomplishment under adversity," Collins
said "We can't understand what they went through to
player, a few years back.
.
"I signed Lou Brock, and he eventually became a achieve."
Hall of Farner," O'Neil said. O'Neil said he made

& low are the career departmen1s at SCTC. If you·d
li ke more info rmation or to e nro ll, call o ur Admissions

•
•
•
•

"Students will be thinking, 'I'm leaving
my job early and I need money," said Devoid.
"Hopefully they will want to get a job when
they return to campus."
Devoid went on to say,"I believe we can
enhance people's resumes by them working
for ARAMARK," said DeVoicl. "It helps
when you are dealing with a $3.5 billion
corporation, rather than just the university.
Our service is still part of the education.
mission."
ARAMARK pays $5.50 an hour, the
same as the majority of other on-campus
jobs.
"People are surprised at our competitive
wages," said Olson. "We have competitive
pay even for jobs around town."
"We are still really an on-campus job,"
Devoid said. "We are helping to provide jobs
back to the school."
Students have had to pick up the slack
"from the open positions, and management
has had to stay late some nights to make sure
the areas are clean and ready for the next
day's shift.
"We are in line with other years," said
Devoid: "By no means are we desperate and
flying the while flag."
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CONGRATULATIONS
MARINE CORPS OFFICER CANDIDATES SCHOOL GRADUATES
COMPLETED OCS JUNIOR TRAINING

Cedar Hinton
COMPLETED OCS SENIOR/COMBINED TRAINING

Jim Tanis
GOOD Luc_K COMMISSIONED SECOND LIEUTENANTS

Tom Kisch

\

... in our Youth Ministry Program
Wednesday nig hts 7•8:30 pm
Interested?
Call Mike 251•3260

See your Marine Officer Selection Team to find out.about becOmihg a Marine Officer.
Positions for next summer are available for all classes, freshman through senior.
SEE YOUR MARL,E CORI'S OHICER SELECTION T£\\\

From Capt Foley and Sgt. Lagar
For more information call
1-800-247-7584

I

CATHOUCCAMPUSMINISTRY

MASS: SATURDAY: 5:30 P.M.
SUNDAY: 9 A.M., 11:15 A.M. 8.
OFFICE: 251-3260

MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS

s

P.M.

MASS S. EVENTS INFORMATION: 251-3261
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EDITORIAL

Target cramming
student space for
its own gain
Many students or campus visitors may have noticed
last Saturday SCSU was inundated with Target ads almost every outdoor and several indoor bulletin boards
were covered top to bottom with these ads.
Usually this isn't a problem, but this is a special
situation. These ads were put on top of all the flyers that
are already on the boards.
Now, students can't see when their favorite band is
playing next or when university events are taking place.
But, they know Target has "Everything you need for
college in one store."
.
It's not fair and no one is doing-anything about it.
Both Target East and Target Crossroads told a
University Chronicle staff member that they were not
aware of any ads posted on bulletin boards at SCSU.
However, the ads are still there and it doesn't seem
that they will be going away any time soon.
Besides, if Target was not responsible for this, it
would be interesting to know who was generous enough
to print up hundreds of glossy, color Target ads and
coupon books and distribute them around campus.
The guidelines explaining SCSU's policy regarding
material displayed on campus states any other
.
organization besides student organizations must obtam
approval from Steve Ludwig, director of Buildings and
Grounds.
Ludwig said Target has never contacted him to
display any advertisements.
.
This advertising overkill is blatantly disrespectful of
SCSU's students and campus.
It's also not fair that student organizations - with
their limited budgets - are having their material
wallpapered by a sea of Target ads.
If Target wants to gain people's attention, it is going
about it the wrong way.
Maybe Target'could start t>ffering a college student
discount, it would gain a lot more attention.
Instead, Target ads are upsetting students who have.
worked hard to follow university policy. In sneakily
displaying ads, Target ads are showing how .
disrespectful Target can be of SCSU students.
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The process of communication
At this point you need
We all like to talk and
and criticisms read. This
to decide what would be
eventually be understood.
can easily be done by
This process is called
writing a letter or sending
the best to write to the
Chronicle about. On the
communication.
e-mail to the Chronicle.
At the Chronicle, we do
We give information on page opposite this one
there are two letters about
this lovely process a little
how to send us a letter or
differently. We
,==-=-----, e-mail in every
things going on in the
write articles that
· edition of the
community and on
inform, entertain,
Chronicle.
campus that just might
and may even
As a student at
effect you. These are
create controversy.
SCSU or a
reactions to items that
As a reader you
resident of St.
have ben printed in the
read these stories
Cloud, it is your
paper. Otherwise, there
and eventually
responsibility to
are many other important
articles in this publicaton
understand them.
take part in the
Now, understanding
process of
that might deserve a
doesn't always mean
· communication.
response.
Your thoughts may be
appreciating. Sometimes it
The Chronicle is here
is anger, joy, confusion,or
for you as a reader. I
printed in an upcoming
Chronicle. Others may
disagreement. The
know that many of you
problem at this point in
probably do not really care read your reactions to
the communication
what happens at the
articles or essays in the
process is that the reaction Chronicle. Now is the
Chronicle and either agree
or disagree with you.
that you, as a reader have
time to get involved.
isn't always understood by
At this point some may
Your reaction might even
those of us at the
be thinking, what am I
create contravecsy or even
happiness in
Chronicle.
supposed to
•
Whether you like it or
write about,
===•1111
..= = = others. Get
not, you are participating
and who
involved and
in communication right
would really
write a letter.
now.
care? Many
Whether you, as Please, do
We have all heard
professors say
put the
a reader, like it not
paper down ·
comments about the
that if you
or not, you are after you have
Chronicle - none of the
have a
articles have anything to
question about participating in read it and
do with me, or it's just full something,
just walk
this process
away. Don't
of pointless information.
someone else ·
talk about the
Tuai is your opinion. We
probably has
called
Chronicle
don't get to hear it at the
the same
communication behind its
Chronicle so that we can
question.
back. Look it
understand it and make
I guarantee
right now.
possible changes.
that someone
straight in the
- - - - - - - - - face and tell it
All of this can very
else reading
simply be fixed. As a
this paper probably has the like it is. Take part in the
reader you need to have
same reaction as you to an process that is called
communication.
these opinions, emotions,
article in this publication.

The opinions expressed on this page
do not necessarily represent the views
of UNTVERSJ1Y Chronicle.
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Problems continue for district 47
Benefits to being
an asexual amoeba
when it comes to
relationships
''Things aren't working out", "It's not you, it's me,'' or "I've met
somebody else." How many times have We all heard these words?
Well, those of us brave enough to entfq the dark and foreboding territory of the dating world have crossed our fingers and held our
breath thousands of times in vain attempts to escape the ominous
death hold of the heart breaker. It almost
WISE WORDS becomes a game of cat and mouse: who will be
OF A WOMAN the breaker and who will be the breakee? And.
how does one survive these jaws of death and
once again swim through the endless torrents
that assail life?
This summer I promised myself not to allow
yet another Tsunami to come crashing down
over my head. But, of course, a frog disguised
as a prince came hopping up to my front door
every night, offering me gifts and trying to catch
me like a fly wrapped up in his long slimy
tongue. He whispered words of love in my ear
each evening for two months.

8
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st~
about himself: that in the end he would only
give me warts. So, did I get mad? Heck no!
Victory over defeat, that's the key.
Usually the breakee thinks he needs a few nights locked in hisroom to refill the river at the bottom of the Grand Canyon as some
sort of emotional catharsis. I, on the other hand, solemnly swore to
become a temporarily asexual amoeba and once again purge into
the sea of life with a light and happy, vengeful heart.
I'm not saying I chopped off aII his vital parts into little pieces
and tossed them in a rruncer, as Lorena Bobbitt would have done.
Oh no. The pain I inflicted was deep-rooted and psychological. In
a sense I simply regained all my self-respect and then some, by
with holding a cool air of nonchalance in his presence and every
one connected to him.
I used my superb acting talent to make him believe that I was
happy with the break-up, even wanted it. The funny thing is I actu-

ally pulled it off!
Three days after our disintegration he just happened to be at a
bar when I walked in with three gorgeous St. Cloud men on my
arms in zealous anticipation to perfonn some hard-core karaoki.
What a perfect opportunity to sing "You Ought to Know," by
Alanis Morisette and get a standing ovation! Then one of my other
male friends and I sang "All J Wanna Do is Make Love to You,"
asexually, of course, while The Breaker sat fidgeting and embarrassed in his seat, downtrodden and alone. Ha ha ha!
Am I a terrible 'person for being so wickedly insensitive to The

Breaker's feelings? Should I be reproached for forgetting to pad
tenderly on barefeet only as a visitor on his beautiful thick carpet?
Wait a minute- who am I kidding? I'm the breakee! I reserve
every right to stomp all 9ver his "carpet" with gum-ridden, muddy,
iron ore-infested old tennis shoes.
As an asexual amoeba, I hereby refuse any responsibility for the
psychological or emotional detriment of any unfortunate soul
belonging to either gender.
For some reason, I have concluded that prancing around as an
asexual amoeba actually attracts men like mosquitoes to exposed
flesh. J:or the past month I have been swatting men away from my
aromatlc pheromones, desperately trying to deny my femininity It
doe~m•t work! As persistent!)' as I try, boys always seem to interpret a woman's body language the opposite way. lronicalfy, these
strange men must find asexualism sexually magnetizing.
Maybe "asexual amoeba" is too strong a title. Maybe I should
just consider myself celibate. After all, I have been nicknamed Flirt
amongst even the vaguest acquaintances and fellow employees at
the Chronicle. I was even published in the parody edition as a Flirt
with a Texas accent.
,
I just consider my alliterative title, Aimee the Asexual Amoeba,
infinitely more intriguing and appealing. It presents a certain air of
confidence about me, as if to say, ''Don't even attempt a relationship with her; or she'll break your heart and stuff the pieces in the
dumpster."
_
I s~ngly urge all recent heartbreakees to engage in temporary
asexuahsm to empower yourselves mentally and to gear up emotionally for your next romantic relationship. While you're at it, you
can pick up a few phone numbers from all those men eagerly prey. ing on your delectable anti-femininity.

The Sauk Rapids schools have found themselves in one hour program on the issue, but conveniently electa classic case of "raising the ante and losing the pot." It ed not to interview the complaining parent. The case
is .tragic that a caring mother, who never used the word involves efforts to promote ("spin") the book contro"ban," merely requested the temporary removal of the versy and hide the issue of criminal assaults. Rabsatt
book," Of Mice and Men," from the ninth grade read- was further criticized for trying to shield her c]:i.ildren
ing list (not the library) in a frantic effort to prevent from photographers (i.e. "The boys pulled jackets over
escalated racial attacks on her daughter(s). The word ttieir heads to hide from the media that Rabsatt had
"ban" was chosen by the press to support a rush to judg- called to the schools"). Because the St. Cloud Times
ment via linguistic coding. If racial epithets are so con- was called by Rabsatt, does not imply "open season" on
ducive to learning, Eldridge Cleaver's "Soul On Ice" is the children and their status as minors. Princess Diana
full of derogatory names for whites and would provide had similar concerns about the privacy of her children.
the perfect contrast to "Of Mice and Men," '"Tom · If white poverty and human conditions are learning
Sawyer," "Huckleberry Finn," or ''To Kill A objectives, then "Grapes of Wrath," or Michael
Mockingbird." Students would be provided with area- Harrington's 'The Other American" cover the subject
well. If the focus is racism and the reactions of blacks,
sonable literary balance.
The attacks on Marilyn Rabsatt's children, aJl four why not read about the African~American experience
of them, included physical assaults that went far froin noted African-American authors? Richard
beyond mere "harassment" and "teasing." Two assaults Write's "Native Son," Alex Haley's "Roots," or books
required emergency-room attention, the last of _which by Alice Walker, Toni Morrison, James Baldwin, and
occurred shortly before one child was removed from Malcolm X would eloquently present easily readable
school. There were threats of further beatings. Despite positions.
Lawyers have expressed fiendish interest in this
a number of complaints by the parents and the children
during a three year period, the assaults were not inves- case based on racism, threats, assaults, and failure to
tigated by school administration until Rabsatt called the provide a safe learning environment. The lawyers have
press. The local National Association for the absolutely no interest in the book issue. They are, howAdvancement of Colored People (NAACP) ignored ever, childishly giddy over the evidence relating to the
calls for help by Rabsatt. Rabsatt was set upon by the treatment of the Rabsatt children while in the Sauk
press and a panel of synchophants intent on ignoring a Rapids school system. District 47 appears to have
possible cause-effect link between the book's racial "legal exppsure" that rivals nude dancing.
epithets and uncontrolled raciaJly motivated auacks.
Myrle Cooper
Public Radio (KNOW-FM and KNSR-FM) hosted a
SCSU Faculty

Acacia president upset about
Chronicle portrayal of-party
The short brief entitled "Police
Called to Acacia," published
September 16 in the Chronicle
undennined the dedicated efforts of
many St. Cloud State students,
Acacia Fraternity members, and
South Side residents surrounding

scsu.

Any Chronicle editor could have
prevented the last paragraph from
inclusion in the paper. The paragraph lists "separate incidents" of
alcohol violations in an article
about Acacia. Yes, the event at
Acacia Fraternity included live
bands but the article failed to
include that it was an "AcaciaNeighborhood Block Party" that
included neighbors in attendance
from the age of four ( enjoying our

new volleyball courtf'sand box") to
70 (reluctantly enjoying the somewhat loud student bands). Our generous neighbors brought beverages,
saJads, and desserts and Acacia provided the burgers and brats.
Obviously there was no alcohol at
Acacia, and the police never actually came to the Acacia house, so
there was no reason that those alcohol incidents should not have been
printed in a "separate" article.
Riley Worth, the writer of the
Chronicle article, chose not to
include quotes from anyone in the
attendance at the neighborhood gettogether and event. Tirere is sometimes a better, more interesting l
story in the positive aspect of the
story, and this is one of those cases.

I could have even provided the
Chronicle with a cute picture of the
neighborhood children smiling and
also written thank yous from the
neighborhood, thanking us for
finally including everyone in our
back-to-school hoopla. Why
couldn't this be the new trend?
There are many, many positive
events organized by students this
fall. The Chronicle has an incredible opportunity to help student
organizations with positive coverage for positive events.
Dominic Nelson
Acacia President
Senior
International Business
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Huskies set
forSCSU
Invitational

l l NIVEHSITY

Cbronicle/Jl

Rookie wins first ·golf meet

by Tyson Jahn
This weekend the SCSU soccer
team will be hosting the Husky
Invitational.
Besides SCSU, North DakOla
State University, Truman State
University, and Central Missouri
State will all be at Halenbeck
Field.
1be fi rst game for the Huskies
(4- 1-1) will be Saturday, against
Truman State at I p.m., while
NDSU will be challenging Central
Missouri State.
On Sunday, the Huskies battle
against Central Missouri State at 1
p.m., preceding the game between
NDSU and Truman State al
3p.m.
Heading into this weekend,
Truman State owns the series over
the Huskies 1-0, but SCSU has two Shane Opatz/PHOTO EDrr'OR
wins out or three games against
NDSU.
Eric Sljem strikes a pose at the top of his swing; a swing that helped him win his first college golf toumamen~ Sept. 7-8. Stjem won
"We want to keep playing like despite playing in the fifth and final spot for the Huskies. He said It helped calm his nerves that he had played high school golf with
we have been, because we know Mike Seiffert, another member of the team. He said he had looked up to Seiffert in high school, when both played at Anoka HS.
that Truman State is a good team.
Last year we lost 3-0 to them," said
In their secorid meet of the
Seiffert and sophomore Travis (after tryouts) I just sat on the couch
by Riley Worth
SCSU head coach Shellee Copley
DeBoer tied for 16th with totals of with the phone. Then coach called." season, the Huskies' golf team
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
about her team's strategy for this
He said he had two things he did finished in fourth place out of 20
152.
weekend.
Stjem said he didn't know he'd differently this summer that teams in Fargo. N.D. They slipped
A failed attempt at making last
Copley said she thinks the
won until coach Brett Petersen contributed to his consistent play. from a tie for first place after the
match with Truman State is very year's golf team, only a fair came to the van as they were He said he was able to play Kush llrst day, despite 1mprovmg rune
important in the tournament, showing at this year's qualifying, preparing to leave.
Creek this summer, a private course strokes.
because the Huskies have gotten and never having seen Bemidji
"We were sitting in the van after in the Twin Cities, that made him
SCSU shot 304 the first day,
strong over the last year, and Town and Country Club before,
the round. I knew I was close. Then realize how to play on a tough tying them with Concordia for the
Truman only lost one or two players could keep Eric Srjem down, not coach came and handed me the course. Also, he practiced more top S(X)t. Junior Derek Hasselberg
even
a
mild
trophy
presentation.
to graduation.
Stjem, a sophomore at SCSU, plaque in the van, shook my hand than in summers past, and just as stood in fifth place after the first day
When asked about some of the
and said congratulations. That was im(X)rtantly, his practice time was with a73.
changes that Copley's team has had had trouble explaining what he about it."
of better quality.
SCSU shot 295 lhe second day.
called
his "breakout round" the
to overcome, she said, "We haven't
Last year Stjem, who had
"I knew my game was strong, Gustavus shot 279 and went on to
really had to overcome any weekend of Sept. 7-8. All he did basically quit playing competitive · but I'd never had that breakout," win. Concordia finished second and
was
win
the
individual
medal
in
his
changes, but a few in defense." She
golf since he graduated from Anoka Stjem said. "I was never able to SCSU's conference rival edged
gives a lot of credit to her strong first-ever collegiate event, beating .High School in 1995, didn't even
take it to the next level. I finally had them out for third place.
·out 77 others. Stjem shot 73-72recruiting class.
make the team last year. He said he that breakout weekend."
Seiffert,
DeBoer,
and
145,
edging
out
Hans
Anderson
of
When asked about whether the
was a little nervous about this
Now Stjem says his goal is to sophomore Ed O' Donnell tied for
Huskies' previous national ranking Augsburg and Wade Balliet of the
year's qualifying after shooting 78- help the team win the conference 12th place out of 100 golfers.
University
of
North
Dakota
who
has pressured them to perform
77.
tournament in October. Maybe then
The teams next meet is the
better, Copley's reaction was tied at 146.
'"I figured I was pretty he can be part of a better trophy St. John's Invitational Sept.
Meanwhile, the ti;am finished
that the players are playing at
borderline," Stjem said. ''That night presentation.
19-20.
fifth
out
of
15
teams.
Junior
Mike
their own level of confidence.
No doubt the Huskies' calibe'r of
play and confidence have rose after
riding a crest of a 10-1-4 record
since last October to the
present.
The North Centra1 Conference
honored SCSU freshman forward
Morningside has always been a tough opponent time.
by Rob LaP/ante
Becky Olson as the offensive player
in the past"
This season, Martin said he is concentrating
SPORTS EDITOR
of the week.
Morningside is led by senior quanerback on passing the ball 60 percent of the time while
She was selected for this honor
The SCSU football team will get their first Kent Ackman, who leads the Chiefs in rushing running the ball the other 40 perecent of the
by her fine play for the Huskies in
look this Saturday at a North Central Conference with 78 yards and passing with 215 time.
the big 3-2 overtime victory over
With the sudden emergence of senior running
opponent when they take on Morningside yards.
Moorhead State.
Ackman's favorite target is senior wide back Jell}' Reitan, who ran for a career high 111
College in Sioux City, Iowa.
SCSU sophomore defenseman
The Huskies (1-1) are coming off a 25-13 receiver Chad Kramer, who early on has yards against UMD, Martin said the
Michelle McGeehan was one of
plan
will
not
change
this
four
passes
for
134 game
victory last Saturday over the University pf caught
four nominations for player of the Minnesota-Duluth, while the Chiefs (0~2) yards.
Saturday.
week.
'We'll run the ball, but we will still run our
"We have to make sure we prepare for this
are coming off a 34-13 loss _ to the
University
of
Northern
University
of
Wisconsin-Stevens team as any other team," said SCSU sophomore share of passes and mix things up this weekend,"
Colorado is ranked No. 17 on the Point.
comerback Lany Miller. "As a team, we have to Martin said. '"To be successful, you have to be
second NSCAA/Umbro Select
Despite posting a league worst 0-9 NCC practice hard, and we have to make sure we don't able to think a combination of both in order to
Division D Top 25 released Sept 8.
record and 1-l0overall record last season, SCSU take (Morningside) lightly. If we do those keep drives alive."
SCSU dropped out of the top
The Huskies have had success early on
head coach Noel Martin said the Huskies ::;~.s, we should come away with a
25, but received votes in the
throwing the ball behind the arm of junior
cannot take the Chiefs for granted on
poll.
Martin
said
before
the
season
started,
the
quarterback
Jon Miller.
Saturday.
· In the Centra1 Region, SCSU
''The game with Morningside is sort of a Huskies would concentrate on passing the ball
was ranked No. 4, with UNC at
scary situation," Martin said. "Anytime you play more this season, opposed to years past when the
No. 2 in the Great Plains
a team that is 0-2 it can be dangerous, and SCSU would run the ball about 60 percent of the
Region.
Go TO SCSU, PAGE 12 •

Huskies prepare for first NCC rival
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Miller leads Huskies,
_garners NCC honors
and this season he has one punt return for 24

by Rob LaP/ante

yarns.

SPORTS EDITOR

SCSU sophomore comerback Larry Miller
may be only in his first year as a starter, but so
far he has amassed a team leacling three
interceptions and was named North Central
Conference
Player
of
the
Week.
Last season, the Huskies only had a team
total of four interceptions, and in the Huskies'
first two games, Miller is just one
pick
short
of
last
seasons
total.

The SCSU secondary

Miller said the ability to defend and the
ability to run with .the ball has made him_
ambitious of becoming a two-way
player
down
the
line
for
the
Huskies.
"It's always been on my mind," Millefsaid
of possibly playing defensive back and wide
receiver. "In high school, I played defense and
offense, but defense is still my favorite
position, because I like the physical
aspect of the game and ~cfense is more
physical."
The big plays Miller has produced so far
are nice, but he said he will
n()( be happy unless he
makes a big play for
the
Huskies
every
game.
"If I don't make a big
play, I feel like I. didn't
play to my ability,"
Miller
said.
"The
biggest thing for me is the
more I play, the more
relaxed I get and the
Miller
~~l~
confident
I

has already had a total of
seven interceptions in just
two games played so
fa,.
"In all of those
secondary people, (Miller)
has shown he has the
greatest quickness so far,"
said SCSU head coach
Noel Martin. "Early on,
our defensive line is
getting a good pass rush,
causing our defensive
Larry
backs to get the chance
SOPHOMORE COANEABACK
When asked if Miller
to
get
those
idolizes any particular
interceptions."
player that plays his
Miller said he credits
the entire defensive unit for his early season position, he said he watches people,
but the only two people that he idolizes
success so far.
his
father
and
his
"Right now, everybody believes in are
eachother," Miller said. "It makes my job that brother.
'1 believe there are a lot of great players
much easier when I know that I can
concentrate on doing my job and out there and I look at them, but don't idolize
not
worry
about
other them," Miller said. 'The only two people
that I idolize are· my father and
peoples."
Miller not only has been steady on the brother, because I always wanted
be
better
than
they
defensive end of the ball, but has come up to
with several key plays so far this season on the were."
As for now, Miller will concentrate on
specialty teams.
In last Saturday's 25-13 victory over the getting the NCC schedule underway as the
University of Minnesota-Duluth, Miller came Huskies take on Morningside College
Saturday
in
their
NCC
up with a key special teams play after blocking this
a UMD punt which was recovCred by opener.
"Larry not only is a great athlete, but more
the Huskies for a late first half
importantly a great student," Martin said.
touchdown.
"There is no question, Larry's speed and "He has that personality to be dedicated
everything
that
he
is
quickness forced that blocked punt Saturday," in
Martin said. "Anytime that you have people doing."
Miller and the Huskies will open up their
that can help you get an easy
score
like
that,
it
obviously NCC schedule this Saturday against
Morningside College at I:30 p.m. from
helps."
Stadium
in
Sioux
City,
Miller, a 1995 graduate of Bloomington Roberts
Kennedy High School, on certain occassions, Iowa
gets a chance to return punts for the Huskies

·lf I don't make a

big play, I feel like
I didn't play to nry
ability

Julia Peterson/ASSOCIATE EDllVR

SCSU sophomore comerback l.any Miller practices Wed~esday at Halenbeck
Field. Miller was honored as the NCC defensive player of the week.

scsu
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Miller threw for a 58-yard touchdown
strike to junior wide receiver Mike
McKinney and a 24-yard touchdown pass to
junior wide receiver Mike Flanigan in
Saturday's 25-13 win.
Last season, the Huskies knocked off
Morningside 30-7 behind running
back Randy Martin, who rushed for 198
yards and scored two touchdowns for the
Huskies.
Since 1987, the Huskies have outscored
the Chiefs 329-110 and Noel Martin has a
lifetime
record of
11-~
versus
Morningside.
Martin said he like the Huskies chances
o.r coming home with a win as long as the

Huskies play to their ability.
"Our number one goal for the weekend is
to prevent the mental errors," Martin said.
"If we get more consistent when we are
moving the ball and stay away from the
turnovers and penalties. we should have a lot

of success."
On defense, Martin said things are not all
there, but for the most part he is
pleased.
'Tm pleased with the way the defense
has played in the first two games," Martin
said. "It isn't easy to have a combination
of botti good defense and good offense,
but right now our team will need to work
a little harder at it and then we should
be solid at both sides of the
ball.""
Kick-off this Saturday will be at 1:30
p.m. from Roberts Stadium in Sioux City,
Iowa

Take The Toilet Test

Learn what you can catch in
public restrooms-it's shocking!
(Exerpts from
-2-page arncle) ~

How
To
Protec
Yoursel

~-· -·.w.- · · ,

~

Do you mind using a public· bathroom?

0 No(l) I C Yes(2) Do vou sit on public

toilets? □ Ycs(t) □ Seidom(2) Do you
use the roilet on airplanes? D Ycs(t) □
Seldom(2) Are you concerned about
disease? 0 No(t ) !J Yes(2) Would you
try a product that could eliminate this
problem? □ Yes(t) 0 No(2) If you

Bathroom Door
Bv the time vou leave the restroom.
yoll! hands arc Clean and sanitation ma:,.;

scored over

Toilet

tta1i~foun~ u:1ai o~~\tr;~c~~t ~filic
~:t~
ili~~ h~i :h~u~~ J~~~
they wcrcn ·1 being observed. With ~al
0

in mind, you might want to consider
opening the door with a paper towel.

• Avoid using toilets that don't flush.

• Don ·1 use a toilet that looks dirtv or is
wet. (Urine usuallv contains· onlv
hannless bacteria when it leaves thC
body but can become contaminated by
~;:~~~!~~t:c~rn?~ti:~s.)erms th at
• A paper SCat cover is recommended
for covering the toilet seat.

Never Risk Sitting On
An Unclean Toilet Again!
Rainbow Medical now offers vou a

~1k!-i~~

~?it~~rcdib~~<\i~~ ~naJ
inconvenience experienced by nearly

Zyou should try a Urette.

As part of our national test, the
first 10 female students who call
willreceive a Urette and the
2-page article

'l','f ~~~si~r 1i~:os~ ~cC~~i;r s~d. fr~~

FREE!
----

ByRIIUIHWilfokol

oFu~~

:!tr:~c¥he\IT~~te ~~~dea
FDA rubber and fits in the
palm of your hand-lits a
woman's.anatomy perfectly
You never have to sit on,
· or touch· a toilet again.

®.

No more bathroom gymnastics!
No more toilet paper ne:~I building!

Learn what can and cannot live on a
toilet scat and other areas: stall, toilet
paper. sink, soap. dryers. door handles
and the floor ... it's shocking news!
Call Rainbow Medical

1-800-594-8659
Rainbow Medical
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Attention: Aviation Students
Flight Physical

Only $30
with student ID

Occupational
Medicine
Clinic
D.M. Van Nostrand, M.D.
4180' Thielman Lane, Suite 104-St.,Cloud
(320) 251-3666

GRE CLASS
Special materials and
diagnostic exam
Meets Saturday,
Sept. 27- Oct. 11
At College of St.
Benedict
To Register....
(612) 624-8880
Complete & Praclical

Scholar
UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA
an e'lual opponunity educator

Huskies look to
get back on track
at Halenbeck Hall
with nine kills. Junior outside hitter
Shelly Geyen had a team high of
13
kills
in
the
losing
For one game, everything effort.
The Huskies will play lheir first
seemed back in place, but three
games later, the SCSU volleyball home match of the season Friday
evening, taldng on the defending
team was still left with the question
NCAA DiviSion II National
of what went wrong.
That is the scenerio that took Champion University of Nebraskaplace at Tuesday's contest with Omaha.
UNO lost All-American setter
Morningside College, which saw
Amy Steffel to
the Huskies drop
graduation this
their 10th game
year, but 'there
of the season 6are
nine
15, 15-8, 15-4.
returning
15-11.
players,
SCSU senior
including four
back row .Yoko
different
Nawataya ·said win
All-North
the
Huskies
came prepared,
winning,
when Central
Conference
but things fell
seniors.
apart as the
Senior
game
went
on
middle hitter
on.
Tanya
Cate,
"We had a
all
outside hitter
rea1ly good first
Erin
Shafer
action
game,"
and
middle
Nawataya said.
hitter
Kim
JuleyViger
"We came out in
Gerdes
lead
the
SENIOR OUTSIDE HITTER
the second game
UNO offensive
and played well
•
attack.
too, but after
Viger said
that, we had a lot of mistakes
costing
us
the the Huskies will have to play errorfree ball in order to keep up with the
game."
One of the biggest Husky defending national champions.
"We'll have to concentrate on
downfalls came lllJdway through
the second game when SCSU came blocking," Viger said. "(UNO) runs
a
very
quick offense and arc quick
up with four consecutive service
errors. which eventually cost - them on transition. In order to beat them,
we'll have to serve tough and try
the game 15-8.
Senior outside hitter Juicy Viger to take them out of their
said the errors are part of the teams offense."
The Mavericks posted a 35-2
downfall, but leadership is the
biggest thing the team is lacking in overall record last season, but.
already have suffered five losses
their early season 3-10 start.
'"The team is definitely not this season.
The Huskies are hoping that the
lacking skill, but lacking the
motivation and desire." Viger said familiar environment of Halenbeck
"People Want to win and talk about Hall will help change the overall
winning, but when it's time to go on mood of the team.
"Playing at home for the first
the court, it's all talk and no action."
SCSU head coach Dianne lime this year will be nice," Viger
said.
"A lot of people will have
Glowatz.ke said that Viger has been
one of the lone bright spots on the friends and family going, so
hopefully
this will give us a little
team this season and so far, Viger
leads the Huskies in kills (151), and incentive to pick up the intensity
out
there."
digs (166).
The Hllskies will lip off at 7 p.m.
In lhe loss to Morningside, Viger
had a team high nine digs. along Friday at Halenbeck Hall.

by Rob L.aP/ante
SPORTS EDITOR

People want to
and talk about
but
it's time to go out
the court, it's
talk and no

If we offered to tell you how to relieve pain,
would you want to listen?

We thought so. That's why we figured you would be interested
to know that we will be on campus to give spinal exams.
This ·is your chance to get a free spinal screening from
experienced chiropractors.

What: Free spinal exams!
When: September 22, 23, 24 & 25

from 9am-4pm
Where: The Student Union area in

the Atwood Memorial Center.
Come to Atwood September _22, 23, 24 & 25 ...
... and learn how to relieve those nagging pains.

It's free. It's convenient. It's a no-brainer.

ISpinal Rehab Clinics
225 N. Benton Drive Suite 105
Sauk Rapids

252-BACK

Husky volleyball takes
on defending
national
champion
University of

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH
CENTER, LTD.
3405 3rd St. N.
St. Cloud

253-0567

Nebraska-Omaha,
Friday at 7 p.m.
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Unleash big sav.ings . AT&T presents the
largest student discount program ever. FREE.
ChoOse AT&T And we'll give you a free one-year Student Advantage l! >
membership. Use your card to get special offers and up to 50% off every

day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors

-

like these:

.............

&!!!~

~
~

M@bil.
MOTrYflOfO
TJl&pa-mMibstalWllnu·

~
lolko's·

Choose AT&T.
Get a Student Advantage membership. FRE~.

Call

1-800-878-3872

or 0 visit www . att.com/ c oll e ge / np.html

It's
S!udentM,,,M\a8" ~valld b'AT&T ~ l ! a l long0rsl3ne~.
ATB,TCallingC¥d¥>dAT&T~Cardc"'tomer-..Cl1997AT&T

all

within

your

reach.

-

~
Gre,homd
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One person's trash can be~
and added posters and some other accenting
touches. ·
"It's very homey and cozy," Massie said.
Kiosk.in said,when they were decorating,
they: just went wild in the bedroom and also
down the hall in the common bathroom
shared by all residents of the floor.
''All the girls on the floor had a 'Potty
Party,"' she said.
by Sarah Tieck
The residents, together, purchased
decorations and supplies to make their
DIVERSIONS EDITOR
bathroom feel more like home."
College housing is a lesson in diversity.
They bought soft toilet paper, rugs,
Limited funds force students to find posters, paints and new shower curtains creative furnishings to fill their homes at then they set out to decorate the bathroom.
school.
"Before it was really plain," Kiosk.in
A beer case table and chairs, a tattered $15 explained. "Now it's more unique, more like
couch and a sheet of
us."
plywood
spread
Both Kiosk.in and Massie
across bricks as a
said adding their own
coffee table may
decorations and personal
combine to comprise
touches made their dorm room
a college student's
more their home and helped
The tub, the sink ease
living room.
the adjustment to new
While
some
surroundings.
and
the
are
students may have
"Bring the things that me<!Il
made their furniture
this really
the most to you," Kloskin
from supplies on
advised. '
hand. others simply
green -like 70s
This season many brightly
raided
fami ly
colored home accessories,
green. Sowe
members' basements
geared toward the college
and attics.
population, are available at
"We got pretty
department stores.
much
all
my
Liz Peale
"Green is about the most
grandparents' old
popular," noted Ttm Cavegn,
FRESHMAN
furniture," said Liz
manager of the Used Store.
Poa.te, freshman.
Cavegn said students have
Poate
begin
been purchasing used couches and furniture
working to transfonn her house immediately since late August.
after moving in.
''We sell a lot of U)e $10 to $15 just beat to
She said the steps to the basement were heck sofas," he said.
painted red and the walls were yellow.
According to Cavegn, the student-

• •

Furniture finds life with
student owners,
develops character
through minor repairs

toiM
ugry

accented some.

Poate said she decided to transform the

staiiway.
· She prepared the walls for painting by
sanding and cleaning. Then she coated the
waHs with white paint; the stairs in black with
a white stripe.
"(The transfonnation was) amazing before it was really gross and now it's
lighter," she said.
Po.ite said when working on projects in
the home, patience is important. She also
decorated her bathroom.
"The tub, the sink and the toilet are this
really ugly green - like 70s -green," she
explained. "So, we accented some."
Poate said she and her housemate did not
have the funds to remodel the entire bathroom
. -which would have been necessary to escape
the green.
She explained how they played up the
retro possibilities. She said they painted the
trim orange, and purchased green and orange
accessories at Target.
Early in the school year, another source of
furniture is items left on the street or tossed in
dumpsters.
"We got used carpeting that was going to
be thrown out last year," explained Jaimee
Massie, a sophomore transfer student.
Massie lives in Sherburne Hall and
worked with he'r roommate, freshman Kim
Kloskin, to transform their dorm room into a
home.
'1 didn't know what to expect with both
my roommate and I having 19 years of our
life into one room," Kloskin said
The roommates bought maible contact
paper and covered the desk and shelves.
' 1We made it our own," Massie said.
They also put pictures around the room

File photo
purchasing season is coming to a close.
Stores are mOving into other product
lines.
After the initial furniture acquisition and
move-in is over, renovations and
improvements
At Michael's Arts and Crafts, several
varieties of paints and art supplies are
available lo decorate.
"These are made to fix old furniture;'
explained Karen Tadych, a floral designer.
Tadych said paints available ranged from
stains to fleckstone and crackle paints. These
create effects from a smooth finish to a
marbling or stone effect. She said these
supplies range from $10 to $15.
Another option is decOupage - the
decoupage sealer acts like a clear varnish.

Tadych said almost any paper item can be
sealed to a sutface. She said decoupage is
a great way to hide scratches or water
stains.
She also noted it was possible to do
decoupage inside.
Stencil and sponge is al)Other option to
transfonn an old table or chair.
''Asking is the key - there's a lot of
different options;' Tadych said.
Other improvement options include
scarves, ribbons, candles, floral stems,
artificial plants, pictures and posters.
Tadych said the combination should not
be choppy. There should be some flow to the
effect of the decorations.
'1ts just really putting together a grouping
of the colors you like," she said.

. . ,. ,· .
M
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One girls' bathroom in Sherburne Hall was decorated by residents during an all-floor "Potty Party," The residents
organized the event themselves and purchased supplies including puffy paints and soft toilet paper to make their
bathroom seem less like a locker room and more like home.
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Offense: Bikini U■Mr

tltelnftte■m
B.U.L
This charge may sound like the topic of an
especially dramatic episode of Judge
Wapner's "People's Court," but to some it is a
very serious issue.
A recent trend in biking under the

influence, which has received national media
attention from major magazines, has also
raised some local concern.
"A person can be
arrested for drinking
and biking. It has
happened recently

and

we

ways of transportation."

Sr.

CAPTAIN OF THE
CLOUO POLICE DEPARTMENT

bicycle under the
influence
of
alcohol?
"I think it is better than driving my car,"
explained Julie Jansen, junior

Many students do see biking as a safe

alternative to driving a car.
''Riding my bike to the party is pretty
much the only thing that keepS, me from
driving." said Ryan Bwge, senior.
1bere are many other people on campus

·

that apply

under the influence

of

are
one-vehicle
accidents, the bicycle
· and its operator,"
Smallwood
explained. '1f there
were a fatality of a
bicyclist, the state

the biker was deceased"
Recently, there has agam been incidents of
biking_ under the mfluence m St Cloud
Cunently, there ts no statute number
for the biking under the influence
v10la1:10n m Steams County as there 1s
with driving, operating a motorcycle, or
boating under the influence, according 10 the

fot' gro.mmatico.l et·rot--s.

• vJot-king dtwing pa.ste7tp tmdel'
deo.dlines
• expet'ience ....-iith Mi.ct"OSOft Wot'd a,nd

Qua.i·kXP,-ess helpful
Apply at Stewart

13

2ss,2++9

seL

Smallwood emphasized the
primary concern is the
welfare of the individual, not
the penalty to be given.

motor
vehicle also
apply to a
bicyclist,
though it

.'c!l1'!Jll-'ii!!!I>.

motorized.

1-800-2-C0UNCIL
1-800-226-8624

o

•

would
be
no
prosecubon because

1\P style, wciting styk

Hall

//

II I

~~ tes~~t~e:

Position includes:

Ryan Vo,, Eduor

vehicle in the

state
of
Minnesota.
Because of this,
the same rules, laws,
and regulations

to
the
operator

0

According 10 the St.
Cloud Police, the biker
is subject lo arrest.·
Authorities said they
hope this recent trend
does not create another
fatality.
A pel"S()n who is under
the influence of alcohol or
other drugs has altered judgment
and their decision to operate a
motor vehicle or a nonmotorized vehicle may
possibly be under the wrong mind

City

A bicycle is
considered a

"Most accidents
involving
biking

C

0

1bere is a
catch, though.

ago.

copy
• editing copy

Matt

According to the St. Cloud Police, the last
serious drinking and
biking inciden.t in
Steams County took
place' about 15 years

Leonard Smallwood

Isitsafetoridea

explained

Christenson, junior. "I have had some trouble
so I do agree that they are not the most safe

A person can be
arrestedfor drinking
and biking. It has
happened recentry. ...

residence,
a
relative's, or in
some cases the
detox center," said
Leonard
Smallwood, captain
of the St. Cloud
Police Department.

Cloud

Attorney's

Office.

usually

transport
the
individual to their

St.

0

0

0

0

'1 have rollerbladed, skateboarded, and
biked iritoxicated for reasons of getting places
walking,"

0

0

0

0

and
Graphics by Jon Jacobs

who have chosen this alternative to walking

than

0

• Story by Muriah Miller

or driving while intoxicated.

faster

0

•
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Computers create forum
"If there is technological advance without social advance, there is, almost automatically, an
increase in human misery." - Michael Harrington, from 'The O/htir America."
by Kristie Elvehjem

chatrooms related to a special interest or a

hobby.
M.ost students said they took up
Internet ._and chat lines has made socializing - chatting to combat the boredom and meet
even easier
new people eventually tire of TV, CDs, and
Still, this seems to make, in a few cases, the usual monotony:
the inexperienced chat-room explorer more
"One of the best relationships I've been in
miserable.
has come through the Internet," said Lance
Most SCSU chatters gather and hang out Loomis, freshman.
in the, Beehive or the Quarry - depending
Through this forum, chatroom users also
upon personal preference.
can exchange advice and have wholesome
1be growing, worldwide usage of the

Most of these students choose to use the
more local BBS line, although some have

conversations with people who share their
same interests.

become

One aspects of the chat lines is Lhe
freedom it allows the individual to take on the
identity of choice.
The chatter can portray any
image of themselves they
so choose, and

regulars

in

interact with people Without being judged on
a physical appearance.
"No matter how much you pretend to be
someone else, part of you is going to flow
through," said Curt Dox, a junior.
Once a person establishes themselves
on-line, they begin to develop friendships.
Despite this, the users continually ask
questions of safety.
Experienced chatters understand that the
key to healthy associations is to remain
impersonal.
Still, inexperienced chalters may make the
mi.Stake of taking people Loo seriously.
The key to healthy chatting is Lo. always
watch out for one's personal safety.
The media occasionally brings stories
of people who initially met in a chat room and

decided to meet in public.
Meetings like these can lead to violence.
One SCSU student, who chose' to remai_n
anonymous, related an experience with
sexual assault.
This student chose to meet a chat room
acquaintance in person and was sexually
assaulted as a result of the meeting.
"You never know the person you find
yourself in the same room with, even if you
did meet on-line," said the victim.
One concern voiced by many eventually
the world will become cold and impersonal,
because people
will only
use
computers
to

then

communicate
and lose the
social skills of
yesterday.
''The whole
issue of chat lines
comes down to
the question: does
the
good
outweigh
the
bad,"
Loomis
said.

INSTANT' CREDIT-_·
~
- Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
1 1th
~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
Year!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit • bad credit • no income?
You Can Qualify To Receive
Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

. -----------------------------------------~
ORDER FORM
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

I

YES!

I want Credit Cards immediately. Ciii•t·1it-1•1i!3=•1·l@;M'M9
CRA, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name .......· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Clty _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state------Zlp _ _ _ _ __
Signature

a
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Housing
BRIDGEPORT APT$.

~~~~r~~,;~e~~rki~2!'!ai~~l~thJ
needed,

great

roommates

guaranteed. Any questions call
Charysse at (715) 273-4109 or
(715) 273-7798.

1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month
9/mo. lease. 1 mile from campus on
busline, on-site laundry. Heat, water,
garbage, parl<ing included. Call 6541854.

Cl,assute
!~ els

AVAILABLE OCT. 1
completely remodeled 1O-room
house 2 blocks from Atwood Center.
251-1814.
MALE TO SHARE 4 BDRM. APT.
new carpet and paint, heat paid,
close to campus. EPM 251-6005.

FEMALES TO SHARE 4 BDRM.
APTS.
close

to

SCSU,

heat

paid

~~t~~-er, intercom entiy. Cali
"FEMALE"

llano<l,y . sq,tcmhcr 18. 1')97

Policies:
• ~ e : Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's
ed1tton..
·
•Prices: Five (5) words per line, $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been

established with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the
door. Notices are free and run ~ccording to the amount of space
·
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, Classifieds Manager, available at 2554086 or 255-2164, during business hours and .ask for classifieds.

private rocim in spacious house near
3 SINGLE ROOMS
in a 3 bdrm. apt. in a house.
Laundry, no pets. 253-5340.

~i~~:~t rr~-ts~~~undry,
1 ROOM EFFECIENCY

1 BDRM. EFFECIENCY APT.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. Parl<ing 253-5340.
SINGLE ROOM CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
West Campus Apts. Located by
Hallenbeck.

$185/mo.

Includes

basic utilities. Sharon 255-9262.
HOUSE FOR RENT:

7-bdrm. house across from campus.
Available Sept 1st Call Pat 2559585.

PARK SOUTH
apts. 3 and 4 bdmi. apt 9 month
leases. All amenities. 4 bdrm. $189
month. 3 bdnn. $249 with computer
and or storage room. 259- 4259
NOW AVAILABLE
large 2 bdrm. apt. Very nice. Across
street from can'l)us. $275-$315/mo.
Call 267-3291 or 255-1274.
$185/MONTH FOR FALL ''9T'
Single room in large 4-bdrm. apt.
basic cable, OW, micro. On bus line.

HIGH POINT APT. 259-9673.

APT.
lg. effeciency apt $300, plus elec.
SE location. Quiet, non-smoker, no
:~~- Available jmmediately. 2~

::\~t:~st~~uded.

Par1<ing

GREAT DEAL!!
subleaser wanted ·for apt. Directly
a~ross from campus and extremely
nice. Normally, $245/mo., but will
charge only $150/month. Call Mike
at 253-3274.
SINGLE ROOMS
$185/mo., close to campus, off•
street parking. Low security deposit.
Heat. water, garbage & cable
inouded. Kris 259-9673.
LARGE 2-BDRM. APT.
available immediately. Free offstreet parking, laundry, micro., newly
remodeled, near Halenbeck Hall.
$440-480/mo. Call Glen, 251-0029,
if no answrr, leave message.
1 & 2 BDRM. Apt
$370-$445/Mo. includes heat,
water, garbage & parking. Located
or:i bus tine, on--stte laundry, miniblInds. Call today 654-83QO.
WANT A PLACE OF YOUR OWN
large one bdrm.- $370/mo. Offstreet parking with plug-ins. Heat,
water, garbage included. Low
security deposn. 255-9262.

~occ:::~ =,=_lig:•11~~

$370 - 1 BDRM. APT.
Get away from the roommate
hassles and get a place of your own.
Our apts. include heai Water, &
garage. You will have your own
reseNed parking spot, on-site
laundry and conveniently dose to
campus. 654-8300.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
,'", quiet building. 12 momh lease only.
.,,._ can 240-9483. , .;,::-_,

PRIVATE ROOMS AVAILABLE
in lg. house. Close to downtown.
Quiet no smoking, all utiL inouded
$275-$325. Avail. 10/1. can 2551556.
,-,.,

HIGH POINT APT.
rent your own room $185/roonth.
Includes basic cable, DW, micro.
9673.

ROOMS STARTING AT $190/MO.
•~ includes washet & -dryer, garbage
removal, water. Located three
blocks from SCSU. Call 253-0873 or
612-295-4084. Off-street parl<ing.
AVAILABLE NOW
s(ngle rooms in rooming house. Very
mce house! 1 block to campus.
$125-245 mo. Call 267-3290 or 2551274.
FEMALE:
to share large 2-bdrrn. apt. Great
location! Newly remodeled! $289$315. Phone267-3291 or255-1274
(Niki).

$200 DEPOSIT WILL HOLD ,
YOUR APT.
1 , 2, 3 & 4-bdmi. apt Large batlis,
spacious closets, basic utilities
included. Call 654-8300 for more
info.
2 BDRM. APT. $450,f MONTH
12-month lease. Includes heat,
water, & garbage, large rooms,
balcony, on-sne laundry, located on
bus line. Call Sharon 654-8300.
WANTED: MALE ROOMMATES
to share huge ,Qouble room for fall
quarter, non-smoker. Call Greg 2673291 or 255-1274.

$$$$$EFACIENCIES:
$200-summer, $275-fall. Off-street
pa~ng. $15. Call 259-4841.
3 SINGLE ROOMS IN A 3 BDRM.
APT.
in a house. Laundry, no pets. 2535340.

1 & 2 BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students, in
quiet bu~ding. 12 mo. lease only.
Call for details 240-9483.
TWO-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
SummerAalL call 251-8941.
$100 OFF 1ST MONTH'S RENT
1 & 2 bdrm. apt. Heat, water,
g~rbage and parking included. Mini
blinds, large rooms, on bus-line.
255-9262.

1 STOP SHOPPING
We have several 1, 2, 3 & 4- bdrm.
apts. for fall 1997. Several different
floor plans and amenities. If you
need fall 1997 housing -WE HAVE
IT!!- Call today. We are current~
showing all apartments. Choose the
size af)d style and see tt today! Call

654-8300.
AFFORDABLE
1 & 2 bdmi. apts. $370-$455. S.E.
location oo busline. $100 of 1st
~~krent Low security deposrt.
PARK SOUTH
3- and 4-bdrm. apts. 9-month
leases. All amenities. 4-bdrm.
$189/month. 3-bdrm. $249 with
computer and or storage room.
Pillar Property Management 2594259. (800)218-9000 Ext H3883 for
current listings.
EFAENCIES
1-4 bdrm., EH. apts. can 259-4841,
,l'lug-m ~garages $35.

4-BDRM. APT. $295.IMO.
June, July and August Bas~ cable
included, micro., DW, NC, miniblinds, High Point Apartments. 2599673.
PARK SOUTH
ap!5. 3- and 4-bdmi. apts. 9-mooth
lease. All amentties 4-bdrm. $189
month. 3-bdmi. $249 wi1h oomputer
and or storage room. Gall Pillar
Prop. at 259-4259.
CAMPUS EAST
large four-bdrms. with two full baths.
Extra stQrage. D.W., garages,
security. Heat pd. ResuHs, 2530910.

LARGE SINGLE ROOM
with private bathroom ·and AJC for
the student. Utilities included. 706
6th Ave. 252-9226.

s,

HOUSE FOR RENT
seven-bdrm. house across from
campus. Available Sept 1. Pat 2559585.

1 BDRM.APT.
subleaser needed $370/month,9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
busline, on-site laundry. Heat, water,
garbage, parl<ing inciuded. call 6541854.

OLYMPIC II
three to four bdrms. near Hockey
Center. Four-bdrm. split untts wtth
two full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security, garages, and ports. Heat
paid. Results, 253--0910.
PRIVATE ROOMS
in four-bdrm. apts. close to campus
for summer and fall. Includes heat,
DW, micro., NC, mini blinds,
laundry. Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters, 575 7th St. S.
252-9226.
LARGE EFFICIENCY APT.
300+ elec. S.E. location. Ouietfnonsmoking/no parties. Available
immediately 253-3679.

Call 259-1500 Jon.

FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED
fall quarter, large room with ceiling
fan, walk-in closet, phone, cable
access, driveway. $190/mo. Jessica
(612) 241-7394.
STATEVIEW
four-bdrm. units on campus. Two
showers, D.W., micros., security.
Heat paid. Results, 253-0910.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
large four-bdrm untts one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat paid. Results
Property Management 253-0910.
pool,
Available

MALES
across from campus in 4-bdrm.
apts: D.W.,. NC, micro Security
parking available, heat included,
$235/mo. 240-0679/250-0679.
2-BDRM. APTS.
one block from campus. Newly
remodeled, large bedrooms. 2531154, Select Prop.
ROOMMATE WANTED
$200 all utilities including phone.

4BDRM.APT.
available Oct. 1st or earliest.
Located on N. 3rd St Close to
Crossroads, on bus line. $600IITIO.

Washer/dryer also. can after 5:30,
202-8191.

a aifferent kind 'f
wireless company
Awtal Is a new and
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WINDSOR WEST
four-bdmt units and bi-levels. Two
full baths. Dishwashers, micros,
security. Heat paid. Results, 2530910.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE ·
PRETEND
the infinite burning, screaming
torture of one's own children in
infinite hell is an infinitely bad moral
example. If the infinite torture of
one's children is perfectly right, then
there is nothing left to be wrong, and
all is permitted. Biblical Jesus Christ
is infinitely immoral. Atheism is true.

For Sale

SPRING BREAK '98
sell trips, earn cash & go free!!!
Student Travel Services is now
hiring
campus
reps/group
organizers. Lowest rates Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida. Call Hl00-6484849.

#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
Fundraiser ·on your campus. No
investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8454 X 95.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, reo's. Your area. Toll free (1)
800-218-9000 Ext. H-3883 for
current listings.

1986 TOYOTA COROLLA
85miles, fair body condition. Good
gas mileage. Dependable starter.
Asking $3500. If interested call 6854448, Scott.

SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.

1991 FORD PROBE
85k, great condition (SPORTY).
Asking $4500. Call 743-4434, for
more information.

.WORKING BAND W/ EQUIP.
looking for bassist w/ equip. for.
alternative/original band. Contact
Ryan 203-8717 or Chris 654-6974.

NIKKO SOW AMP.
am/fm tuner. Atlantis speakers 12"
woofers, 5" mid, 3" tweeter. 10 band
equalizer. $250.00 or b/o 251-4981.

SPRING BREAK WITH
. MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. (800) 366·
4786. httpJ/www.mazexp.com

WORD PROCESSOR
like new! Full ·screen and keyboard,
disks, manuals, paid $290. Asking
$150. Call 203-8083.
HYUNDAl EXCEL 1989
107 miles, good on gas, 5 spd.

SPRING BREAK '98
Mazatlan w/ College Tours book
now and save $$ from $389 (Mpls.
Departures) Air, Hotel, Transfers,
Parties. 1-800-395-4896.

:~T SELL, $QOO or blo. Call 255- - ~W~H~A~T~IF=-ccl'M~P=-RE=-G::-cN,:,Ac,N:::T::-;!?:1987NISSAN

$2300. Economical. 253-5198.
TOYOTA CAMERY 1991/DX
at, fully loaded, very clean, $5800
or blo. 203-8417.
QUEEN SIZE WATERBED $100.
Gall 255-5552.
DON'T-SIT ON BEER CASES!
four kitchen chairs $4/each. Good
spare furniture 202-1171, Foster.

for help and hope, call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24 hr.
Hotline. 253-1g62. 400 East St.
Germain St. , Suite 205, St.
Cloud.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins,·251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. special on
Weds. for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and· all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Employment
Attention
DISCOVER WHY THE BIRDS
SING
Skydiving Club infonnation meeting,
6 p.m. Wed. Sept. 17, in the
Mississippi Boom, Atwood

FOR INFORMATION ON BEING·A
LIVE~N NANNY
on the East Coast contact Kim at
Midwest Nannies. One year
commitments only. 1·800-484-9754
ext.
5768
or
http://www.mwnanny.com.

we are located only 1 mile from
SCSU. St. Benedict's Center 1810
Minnesota Boulevard SE St. Cloud,
MN (320) 252-0010 ext. 286.
$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $
grants & scholarships avail. from
sponsors!!! Great opportunity. Call
• now: 1-800-532-8890.
NANNIES!
.
live-in positions. Wrth prescreened
Nationwide Professional families.
Top salaries. Benefits. One year
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.

FLEXIBLE EMPLOYMENT
LEARN THE COMMUNICATION
AND COMPUTER SKILLS YOU
WILL NEED TO BE SUCCESSFUL
IN TODAY'S COMPETITIVE
BUSINESS WORLD!
Meyer TelE!marketing blends
integrity, work ethic and direct
marketing expertise to ensure
_unparalleled results for our clients.
Discover what our experience will
rriean for you. •
Since 1976, St. Cloud's No. 1
Professional Telemarketing
Finn Offers:
'Flexible daytime hours between
9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
•Flexible evening shifts 4:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m.
•Schedule your own shifts
•up to 40 hours per week
'Starting wage of $6.00Alr.
'Up to an additional $3.00-$4.00 per
hour extra in pertormance bonuses
'Opportunity for growth
*Development of s~ills for future
career opportunities
'Fun, supportive, AND professional
environment
• Paid vacation
'401K plan
To express interest call Pam
Kenning, Recruitmer,t Manager, at
(320) 259-4050.

COLLEGE STUDENTS
position no~ availa~le with local
company. No exp. nee. Company
training
available
for
all
departments. $325/Wkly (per co.
program). Great work enviroment.
Free Bahamas cruise to those that
qualify. Call 251-1835.
HELP WANTED
bartenders, cocktail waitress, and
dining waitress. Call 393-2191 or
stop in to fill out app. at Whistlers
Bar and Grill, Rice.
PROFESSIONAL CHECK
COLLECTOR
MID MN COLLECTION SERVICES
desired qualities include strong
verbal and organization skills. Ability
to solve problems. Arid excel in
team enviroment. Base salary plus
monthly dollar incentives and
signing bonus. Hrs. (4 p.m. to 9
p.m.) M-F, and 3 out of 4 Sat. (Bam12 noon). Apply in p~rson at Mid
MN Collection Services ·
1501 Northway Drive
Suite 200 St: Cloud, MN 56303.
$1000'S POSSIBLE TYPING
g:_;;e
ho~~ T~li;~~e

9tcio

j~!

listings.
NURSING ASSISTANTS
part time evenings. Only minutes
away from campus. Newly revised
salary schedule, experience credit
available, paid . training provided.
Call Carla at Country Manor Health
Care & Rehab Center. (320) 253·
1920.
$1 ,000's POSSIBLE
reading books. Part time. At home.
Toll free, (800) 218- 9000 ext. R-

3883 for listings.
FLEXIBLE HOURS
'Collating/ derical, 1-5 p.m. M-F.
'Bindery, 12 hrs, 1-3 days/wk.
*Receptionist, 8:30 a.Ill. · 12:30
p.m.,M-F
'Phone clerks, work 4 hrs/day
between 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
*Retail Customer Service, evening
and weekend hours,
•Data Entry, 5 a.m. -11 a.m. or 1:30
p.m.- 9:30 p.m' 1-3 days/W~ Or
work 4 hrs/day between 7 a.m.-6
p.m.
.
Call 253-7430
Kelly Services
1010 W. St. Gemiain #400
St. Cloud, MN 56301
EXTRA INCOME 97
earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
travel brochure$. For more info.
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Seabreeze Travel,
P.O. Box 0188, Miami, Fl
33261.
SALES/SERVICE
Mike's Archery Center Inc. FT & PT
help wanted. Apply in person: 1646
Hwy 23 N.E. Suite 2, St. Cloud.
DISTRICT 742 COMMUNITY
SCHOOLS
is hiring part-time school bus
drivers for the 1997-98 school year.
Starting wage: $8.58 per hour and
benefits. Variety of routes and
hours available. Paid training
period. Shuttle service to SCSU
provided. Must be well organized
with a good driving record. Call
253-9370 or apply at 628
·Roosevelt Road.

DANCE AND GYMNASTICS
INSTRUCTOR WANTED
looking for tap, jazz, and ballet
teachers. Also gym. coaches. For
more info., call 251-3110.
JOBS IN COLORADO
free skiing, use of rec. facil. and
more. Seasonal jobs in hskpng,
food serv., main!., lifeguarding,
office, etc. at conf. ctr. & family
resort. Room & board inc.
Interviews at downtown MPLS
YMCA 9/15 & 9/16, (970) 8872152. Walk-ins welcome.
EASTERN ORTHODOX
STUDENT AND FACULTY
please call Jim 253-2708.

FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000
POTENTIAL SIX FIGURE
PART-TIME POSTION
credit card fundraisers for
INCOME
DISTRIBUTING ADVERTISING
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
great
for students. Guaranteed
MATERIALS
campus organization can raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping legitimate infonnation and how-to no selling involved. All materials
$5NISA application. Call 1-800· information, send $39.99 check or provided at no charge. 1·800·
·M.O.
to
RMB
assoc.,
Box
83,
Big
932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified callers
O
U
R
Lake, MN., 55309. Not MLM, allow. Y
recieve FREE T-SHIRT.
JOB.www.acmnet.com/postering/y
4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
ourjob.htm
SPRING BREAK '98
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FALL WORK AVA!LABLE
Cancun, Mazatlan from $389. Info.
part-time position close to campus
Call 1-800-446-8355.
involves shipping, receiving & order $225/week to start. No experience
www.sunbreaks.com.
processing. Could lead to full-til)le necessaw due to our excellent
postion
in
Sales/Marketing. training program. All applicants
?? COMMUTING ??
$5.50/hr. Call 654-8220 or apply @ must be hardworking and able to
Travel House Motel 253-3338. We THREADFAST FASTENERS, 2629 start immediately. Call 251-0407.
offer discounted
rates
to Clearwater Rd., St. Cloud.
NANNY
students/faculty commuting for
responsible, hard worker, (with
classes. Rates Sun-Thurs. single
WEEKEND OPPORTUNITIES
piano skills prefered) to care for 4
$24.95 +tax.Must show SCSU I.D. in a rewarding enviroment.
children. Wed. 6:30-9:00 and
(av. FalUWinter Otrs.)
'Housekeeping in long tenn care some Sat. 1:00- 6:00. Call Pegi
center.
252-8469.
DISTINCTIVE RESUMES
*Receptionist in assisted living
student packages. 240-2355
apartments.

A leader in housing and health care
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a Job wit
~Great Pay
~Flexible
Hours
~Friendly Staff
~Practical
Experience
~Possible
Tuition

,.(\EHEDICT'S

UENTER
_,,,.., ,_'ll""~1810 Mirmesma 8oule, al(i $f
s r. Clow, MN 563<N -2416
/320}252-0()1()
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Part-Time
Positions
Available
Telephone Service
Representative
You will experience:
• Great Pay
(up to $10/hr)

• Flexible Hours
• Pleasant Environment

er Telemarketing, she attend
Cloud State University. She i
Studying Elementary Education.
Photo taken in the SCSU library.

• Development of Your
Communication Skills
If interested or need more
information call Pain Kenning,
Recruitment Manager at:

259-4050
MEYER TELEMARKETING

